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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: Assessing neuroradiologists’ skills in operating room (OR) is difficult and often subjective. A workflow time-based task analysis approach while performing cerebral angiographies has been used.

METHODS: Eight angiographies performed by a senior and 8 performed by a junior were compared. Dedicated software with specific terminology was used to record the tasks. Procedures were subdivided into phases each comprising multiple tasks. Each task was defined as a triplet, associating an action, an instrument, and an anatomical structure. The duration of each task was the metric. The total duration of the procedure, the duration per task, and the number of times a task was repeated, were isolated. Moreover, we focused on the tasks using fluoroscopy or moving the X-ray system.

RESULTS: The total duration of tasks of the entire procedure was longer for juniors than for seniors (p=0.012). The mean duration per task for the navigation phase was 86 seconds the junior group and 43 seconds for the senior group (p=0.002). The total and mean durations of tasks involving use of fluoroscopy were longer in the junior group (p=0.002 & p=0.033). Concerning the tasks involving table and tube, the total and mean durations of these tasks are longer in the junior group (p=0.019 & p=0.082).

CONCLUSION: This approach allows for reliable skills assessment in the radiology OR and for comparison of junior and senior competencies during cerebral diagnostic angiographies. This new tool could improve the quality and safety of procedures, and facilitate the learning process of neuroradiologists.
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OR = operating room
INTRODUCTION

Objective assessment of interventional or surgical procedures includes analysis of different components such as technical or cognitive skills, knowledge, communication, mental readiness, ability to cope with stress, decision making, and team work [1]. Such assessment is usually based on simulation systems, such as bench models, live animals, cadavers, or virtual simulators. These systems focus on competency outside the OR [2] and cannot reliably assess the operator due to the lack of clinical realism and evaluation directly in the OR. Deconstructing procedure into a list of activities is part of surgical process modeling and analyzing methodology. Splitting the components of the procedure lead to the possible time-assessment of the deconstructed procedure. This approach allows for example, to compare operators’ tasks duration and to highlight tasks or phases where difficulties were encountered leading to lengthen the concerned part of the procedure [3-5]. Additionally, such methodology is not conditioned by the subjective impressions of the operator. It mainly relies on live observation by a trained observer recording phase-segmented procedures made up of a sequence of tasks (i.e. the process or the workflow); each task is then extracted and analyzed. For analysis and comparison, metrics, such as the duration of each task and the number of times that task is performed, are used [6]. Comparisons between operators, techniques [7, 8] and protocols based on these metrics thus become quantitative and explicit. This approach was recently used in surgery for multimodal imaging interaction [9], procedure phase time analysis [10], and for assessing technical skills [4]. For example, Riffaud et al. compared junior and senior neurosurgeon’s competencies in the OR using workflow task analysis during lumbar disc herniation surgery [11]. Interventional radiology has benefited from this approach when applied to uterine fibroid embolization [10] and nerve and facet blocks [12]. Such tools could improve safety and quality of interventional procedures and could be included in training programs. A major factor in achieving efficiency and competency in interventional
neuroradiology is experience. Younger neuroradiologists tend to have less experience in performing cerebral angiographies as a result of advances in non-invasive imaging.

To demonstrate the validity of this time-based workflow task analysis approach in cerebral diagnostic angiographies, we applied recommendations from previous studies [13-15] and conducted an exemplary study with an expected logical outcome. It consisted in comparing skills of junior and senior neuroradiologists during procedures. To validate our time-based workflow task analysis for assessing operator skills, we chose to analyze junior and senior competencies in performing cerebral angiography with the assumption that juniors would be slower. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time workflow task analysis has been used to study cerebral diagnostic angiographies.

**METHODS**

Procedures and Participants

*Patients*

The patients selected for the study had no distinguishing features. Of the 20 patients, 10 were male and 10 female, with a mean age of 62.9 years [age range, 26-87 years]. Correlation tests were used and showed that preoperative information had no effect on statistical tests (data not shown).

*Procedures*

Twenty cerebral angiography procedures were live-recorded in our institution, between March and July 2010. All procedures were performed on an Allura Xper biplane X-ray system (Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands) with identical radiation exposure protocols. As detailed in Figure 1, four procedures were excluded: two for training purposes, one because a micro catheter was used, and a further one because additional vessels, such as carotid or vertebral arteries, were investigated. The mean number of investigated arteries was
3.5. Sixteen procedures were therefore analyzed. In 8 cases, a senior neuroradiologist alone performed the procedure and in the remaining 8 cases the procedure was performed by a junior neuroradiologist with the supervision, and when necessary assistance, of a senior.

Participants or Operators

There were four participants or operators: two senior neuroradiologists, who had each performed over 500 cerebral angiographies, and two junior neuroradiologists. The juniors were residents at the end of their program and are now seniors in interventional neuroradiology. All the operators gave their approval for this study.

Methods

We adapted the methodology proposed and validated in the field of neurosurgery by Jannin et al. [9, 16] and Neumuth et al. [17, 18]. Four steps were necessary. First we defined the terminology used for describing the procedures. Second the procedures were described by an operator, resulting in a deconstructed surgical process models. Third the recorded data was further described in terms of phases. Fourth the data were analyzed. The terminology was defined and adapted from the standard terminology used to describe each task [19]. The terms
were mainly chosen from the UMLS dataset and less frequently from the Mesh database. The data were acquired using a JAVA software application, the Surgical Workflow Editor [20]. The software was adapted to enable it to use the specific terminology for cerebral diagnostic angiographies. The descriptions of the procedures were recorded in the OR by an observer. The trained observer was a resident in neuroradiology. He had the possibility of recording the activities of one or two participants (when recording junior neuroradiologists) (Figure 2). During recording, the observer could also retrospectively request a senior neuroradiologist for help in identifying a task. In order to ensure correct task distribution the possibility was given to edit, verify, and correct the recording at the end of the procedure.

The video camera is focused on the operator's hands (A). The observer codes the task thanks to the interface (B).
A typical cerebral angiography procedure was subdivided into three interventional phases: 1-arterial access, 2-navigation and imaging, and 3-closure of the access. The navigation and imaging phase (phase 2) begins when the catheter is in the introducer and is complete when the catheter has been permanently removed. Recording a procedure with the dedicated software, consisted in selecting the appropriate phase of the procedure, and the surgical task. Each task was described by an action (i.e. *navigate*, *insert*, *inject*), an instrument (i.e. *introducer*, *contrast agent*, *guide wire*), and an anatomical structure (i.e. *femoral artery*, *aorta*, *internal carotid artery*) defining a triplet, for example *insert/guide/internal carotid artery* or *navigate/catheter/internal carotid*.

Operators, start time, end time, and the duration of each task were recorded. The software created an XML file that included the list of recorded tasks (Figure 3).

```
<activity id="35" state="performed" discipline="0" type="0">
  <activitytime>
    <starttime>1276868347</starttime>
    <stoptime>1276868379</stoptime>
    <duration>32</duration>
  </activitytime>
  <actuator>
    <position>primary operator</position>
  </actuator>
  <action>
    <action>Navigate/ Placed</action>
  </action>
  <usedinstruments>
    <instrument>Guidewire</instrument>
  </usedinstruments>
  <treatedStructure>
    <anatomicStructure>Femoral artery</anatomicStructure>
  </treatedStructure>
  <note />
</activity>
```

XML data: each triplet comprised an action, an instrument and an anatomical structure. In this case the primary operator performed task 35, which was identified as *navigate/guidewire/femoral artery*. The duration of the task was 32 s.
The duration was used as the metric for our analysis. Three parameters were isolated: the total duration of the entire cerebral angiography, the total duration of each task, and the number of times a task was repeated by the neuroradiologist. Additionally, we studied two other specific parameters that reflect the efficiency and competency of an interventional neuroradiologist: the use of fluoroscopy and movement of the X-ray system (table and tubes). For fluoroscopy use, we selected all triplets beginning with the action “navigate” (signifying fluoroscopy use) such as navigate/guide catheter/aorta or navigate/catheter/internal carotid artery. Total radiation dosage is the sum of radiation exposure during angiographic series and radiation exposure of fluoroscopy. In this study, we focused on radiation exposure for fluoroscopy to analyze the competencies of the operator. To study X-ray system movement, we selected the following triplet: move/table,tubes/ XXX (XXX because it was not possible to choose an anatomical structure for this action). For this interaction with the table and the tubes, we also focused on the time spent before performing cerebral vessel imaging.

Analysis

The investigated parameters have been summarized in the Table I. After computing them, the Mann-Whitney U test was used for tasks time-based comparison between juniors and seniors. A P value of less than 0.05 was deemed significant.

Table 1.

Summary of the investigated parameters.

**General parameter**

Total duration of the entire procedure

**Non-specific tasks**

Mean time of tasks (including all recorded tasks in phase 2³)
Specific tasks

Total duration, number and mean duration of the following tasks

Fluoroscopy use

X-ray table and/or tube movements

X-ray table and/or tube movements before imaging

The cerebral angiography procedure was divided into three phases: 1: arterial access; 2: navigation and imaging; 3: closure of access.

RESULTS

Ninety-three different triplets were used to record the procedures. Junior neuroradiologists performed 373 tasks compared to 609 tasks for senior neuroradiologists. For both groups, the mean number of tasks per procedure was 75 (± 24). A mean of 1.4 tasks per minute was recorded and the mean total duration of the procedure was 49 (±15) minutes.

Concerning the general parameters for the whole procedure, the total duration was statistically longer in case of participation of a junior (P= 0.01) (Table II). For the non-specific tasks of the phase 2, the duration per task was statistically longer for juniors (P=0.002), with a mean of 86 seconds versus 43 seconds for the seniors (Table II).

Table 2.

Total duration of tasks in the entire procedure, and mean duration of non-specific tasks (all tasks included) for the navigation and imaging phase (phase 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Senior operators</th>
<th>Junior operators</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean ± SD (s)</strong></td>
<td><strong>Mean ± SD (s)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total duration of tasks (entire procedure)</td>
<td>2032 ± 387</td>
<td>2841 ± 738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean duration per task (phase 2)</td>
<td>43 ± 44</td>
<td>86 ± 83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concerning the first specific task, the total duration of tasks related to fluoroscopy use was statistically higher for the juniors (P=0.002), with 173 ± 131 for the juniors and 454 ± 192 for the seniors (Table III). There was a statistical difference in the mean duration per task using fluoroscopy between the two groups (P= 0.03), 37s (±12) for the juniors and 23s (±13) for the seniors. The number of times that the juniors used fluoroscopy was not statistically different from that of the seniors (P=0.11): 12 (±4) in the junior group and 9 (±8) in the senior group.

Table 3.

Total duration, task duration and number of tasks using fluoroscopy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fluoroscopy use</th>
<th>Senior operators</th>
<th>Junior operators</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration (s)</td>
<td>173 ± 131</td>
<td>454 ± 192</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tasks</td>
<td>9 ± 8</td>
<td>12 ± 4</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the second specific task, the total duration of tasks related to table or tube movement was higher in the junior group (P=0.02) (Table IV). There was no statistical difference for the duration per task involving table or tube movement between the two groups (P= 0.08), 42s (±16) for the juniors and 30s (±10) for the seniors. The number of times that the juniors moved the table or tubes was not statistically different from that of the seniors (P=0.75).

Table 4.

Total duration, task duration and number of tasks involving X-ray table/tube movement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table and tube interactions</th>
<th>Senior operators</th>
<th>Junior operators</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total duration (s)</td>
<td>410 ± 99</td>
<td>660 ± 210</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of tasks (s)</td>
<td>30 ± 10</td>
<td>42 ± 16</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tasks</td>
<td>14 ± 4</td>
<td>17 ± 5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For the third specific task, the total duration of tasks and the mean duration of tasks that involved moving the table and tubes before performing intracranial vessel imaging, was higher in the junior group and statistically different (P=0.02 and p=0.03) (Table V).

Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table/tube interactions before imaging cerebral vessels</th>
<th>Senior operators</th>
<th>Junior operators</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total duration (s)</td>
<td>299 ± 104</td>
<td>498 ± 181</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of tasks (s)</td>
<td>37 ± 13</td>
<td>59 ± 32</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of tasks</td>
<td>9 ± 3</td>
<td>9 ± 2</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

Our approach allowed an objective time-based analysis and comparison of selected tasks used in cerebral diagnostic angiographies for two groups of operators [21]. The developed workflow task analysis tool allows quantitative study with high precision, as shown by the large amount of data recorded: 93 different triplets are used to record a cerebral angiography procedure; a mean of 75 (± 24) tasks during the entire procedure and a mean of 1.4 recorded tasks per minute. For comparison, in a workflow task analysis study about nerve and facet blocks in interventional radiology, on average, 22 tasks were recorded [12] compared to the mean of 75 (± 24) tasks per procedure in our study. Moreover, for each task, our software computed the total duration of each task and the number of times a task was performed.

The result shows that a junior takes basically twice as long as a senior to perform a task: the duration per task is statistically higher for the junior group: on average 43 seconds for the seniors versus 86 seconds for the juniors. Concerning the more specific tasks probably more related to operator skills, the use of fluoroscopy and the interactions with the table and/or the
tubes are interesting. The total and mean duration of tasks that use fluoroscopy were longer in the junior as well as the tasks for table/tube movement before vessel imaging. Even if the cerebral angiography is a well-standardized procedure, we suppose that those results are the reflect of operator experience leading to decrease the need of fluoroscopy and table movement to perform the angiography.

The choice of the duration of tasks as the principal metric has advantages and limitations. One advantage is that the record includes all the tasks. As the precision of the recording is high, all tasks are studied even if they are short. It is therefore possible to show the impact of a minor variable on the duration or repetition of tasks. Another advantage is the opportunity of recording various operators simultaneously. This is particularly useful in a study comparing junior versus senior practitioners, because the junior’s tasks must be assessed despite the senior's influence/participation. This is the reason why; to our point of view the best criterion to use to compare the durations is the mean duration per task because the concerned task is operator specific. However, it is very difficult and almost impossible to completely suppress the influence of the senior and especially the vocal influence. One limiting factor of our approach is that we analyzed only the tasks’ duration. If this technique is distinguished from a simple temporal analysis, especially since it allows us to focus on “active tasks”, it could be said that time is not the best criterion for assessing competence and that time-action-analysis does not provide any measure of quality. We are currently working on using other metrics for analysis, measuring for instance the standardization of the procedures. The last limitation is the manual acquisition and recording of the interventional processes responsible of the small number of the recorded procedures. This is, in fact, a time-consuming technique that requires the presence of a trained observer in the radiology OR. Some recent development in surgery make us thinking that the recording will one day be performed without human intervention but will be based on automatically detection of operator tasks by using captors and/or
detectors [22, 23]. In the future, this method of workflow task analysis could be used to highlight a task that the operator never performs, or is presumed to be difficult or executed incorrectly or more slowly.

One-way to assess operators in training will be to repeat the recordings during residency or fellow program for example and use our measurements to analyse the learning curve. Another possible application of this approach could be to assess the effects of training sessions on simulators in diagnostic or therapeutic procedures. After highlighting such tasks, it would be possible to train the operator in faster and safer practices. However, even if our attention has been focused mainly on the operator, the operator is not necessarily the study’s only object in a workflow task analysis. By using the same approach, the influence of patient vessels’ anatomy, therapeutic techniques, and radiation exposure protocols could be studied. Using this method, further work is underway to study the differences of practice such as standardization / repeatability of gesture in a population of procedures [24].

CONCLUSIONS

We showed the feasibility of a new approach based on workflow time-based task analysis that allows comparison of junior and senior tasks’ durations. It could serve as a future evaluation tool to improve quality and safety of procedures by highlighting the tasks on which the junior should focus (i.e. table/tubes manipulation, patients head positioning before imaging).
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FIGURES

**Figure 1.** Flow Chart

**Figure 2.** A video camera focused on operator’s hands (A). The observer codes the task thanks to the interface (B).
Figure 3. XML data: Each triplet is composed by the association of an action, a tool and an anatomical structure. For example, the primary operator performed the task 35. This task wasNavigate/Guidewire/Femoral Artery. The duration of this task was 32 seconds.
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